
Service Pack No:
7.1.1

Highlights:
This service pack includes eagerly-anticipated WebVoyáge fixes for
highlighting, printing records using IE7, location display, simultaneous searching,
and renewing items when the max global items limit is reached.

It also includes several fixes for staff clients, including a new authority control   
dll, due date and fines calculations, and deleting MFHDs via bulk import.

General Documentation for Service Packs:
http://supportweb.exlibrisgroup.com/cust/voy/upgrade/patches/index.html



KB Number Description Solution Implementation Notes Related Documentation Module Issue 
Number

19331
In windows 2000 machines, marked line items do not show on the PO when view marked line 
items is selected either in tools/workflows or the line item dropdown menu.

Fixed Show Components radio button in Workflows/Line Items to retain its value: 
Selected/Unselected. Acquisitions 15659

16384-16113

An authority record created via the Authority Validation>Create Auth function for a 700 name 
should be correct whether the user clicks Yes or No when presented with the Authdll32 “Is the 
full stop at the end of the heading an integral part of the heading." New authority control dll fixes the problem.

The new AuthorityCreation2007-11.dll  version 3.2.0.113 must be installed.  
Happens automatically with the clients install. Cataloging 16384-6433

16384-10243
If the item has been renewed instead of simply charged, the times available for selection when 
placing a short loan booking include the loan period of the current renewed charge.

Fixed the short loan available time.  Items with a status of Charged or Renewed will now 
show the correct short loan available booking times. Circulation 16384-4177

16384-12097

If a stub record has an expired or not-yet-effective temp or email address, the stub record will 
attempt to pull a valid temp or email address down from the home record.  If the effective 
dates of the home record’s address overlap the dates of the stub’s address, the update cannot 
be completed, and the transaction will fail (a walkup charge gets “A database error occurred 
while trying to create this patron’s stub record;” a WebVoyáge renewal gets a Not Renewed 
message; placing a request through WebVoyáge gets a “Your patron initiated request failed” 
message).

Ignore exceptional situations with a stub’s e-mail address dates (i.e., expired, not yet 
effective or overlapping) when performing certain circulation functions such as 
finding/loading patron in the charge form, charging and/or renewing. Circulation 16384-4929

16384-13557
As a result of previous software bugs, there are entries in the circ_policy_matrix that are not 
viewable in the client.

A clean up script is provided to remove entries from the circ_policy_matrix table where 
orphaned patron_group_ids are found (i.e., patron groups that no longer exist in the patron 
group table). Only those entries that are not linked to any circ transactions will be removed. 
After the script is run, the user will be able to delete the dummy item types which are the 
product of the fix to issue 19172 in SP 7.0.2. Circulation 16384-5298

16384-15729

If one of the requests attached to an item is expired by circjob 6 (Request Expired/Cancelled 
Notices), subsequent requests may be given an incorrect rank and the count in 
ITEM.holds_placed/recalls_placed may be incorrect.

Fixed circjob 12. When Holds/Recalls expire, subsequent Holds/Recalls are now ranked 
correctly.  

The script (004.sql.2007.1.1.BETA01) needs to be run to FIX the item counts 
and the queue positions for holds and /or recalls that were set incorrectly 
before this bug was fixed. Circulation 16384-6146

16384-15906 Hourly loan intervals are calculated incorrectly when charged out between 12am-5am. Resolved by fix to 16384-2193. Circulation 16384-6193

16384-15907
When the matrix is set to have a loan interval of 24 hours, the loan period calculated is only 
the amount of time the library is closed. Resolved by fix to 16384-2193. Circulation 16384-6194

16384-5235 Short Loan items are due at library closing time when they should be due next day. Resolved by fix to 16384-2193. Circulation 19303

19892
Fines are assessed for closed hours when they are due after midnight, even if Count Closed 
Days/Hours/Minutes for Fine is unchecked.

Fixed the fines assesed for items due after midnight when “Count Closed 
Days/Hours/Minutes for Fine” is un-checked in Sysadmin. Circulation 19308

16384-1828
Before midnight, time is applied correctly.  After midnight, due time is library closing time that 
same night.  Workflow implications: Can't check out items for overnight loan after midnight. Resolved by fix to 16384-2193. Circulation 16927

16384-6564
All search terms are highlighted, including “and,” “or,” and so on.  If the noiseword filter is 
enabled, noisewords will be highlighted even if they weren’t searched for. Search term cross check against stop words is now  done on a case insensitive basis. OPAC 16384-2514

16384-6563
Portions of words in the results are highlighted if they match the search terms, even if they are 
not the complete word that retrieved the result.

Modified the code to only allow plural logic if the preceding character before the search 
term is nonalphanumeric. OPAC 16384-2515

16384-6562
After conducting a phrase search, each keyword in the results and record display pages is 
highlighted individually, even if it’s not part of the phrase that retrieved the results. Rework of a customer-developed, re-implementation of the ExLibris highlight.js. OPAC 16384-2516

16384-9298
Records printed in IE7 using the print function from either the record page or the titles list 
prints one word to a line; this layout on the page differs from that on the screen. Works correctly in 7.1.1.  Was fixed by the modifications made to support FF3 in 7.1.0. OPAC 16384-3633

16384-8323
Results from search terms including an ampersand or the above initials show every instance 
of "&nbsp" with one or more letters highlighted. Rework of a customer developed re-implementation of the ExLibris highlight.js OPAC 16384-3169

16384-14948

When conducting a Simulsearch that includes a remote database (Voyager to Voyager) and 
local database, the produced results include holdings information for both local and remote 
databases. Holdings information for remote database is no longer available in the titles list.

An unnecessary check for DB_KEY, prevented the retrieval of holdings information for non-
UB databases. Corrected faulty logic to display the “No Holdings Available” message only 
when that is the case and the count returned is 0. OPAC 16384-5793

16384-10578
If two or more items have matching permanent locations that differ from the MFHD location, 
the MFHD location displays in WebVoyáge.

Added code to support using the location of the item if all items share the same permanent 
location, have no temporary locations, and the permanent location differs from the holding 
location. OPAC 16384-4209

16384-11890
If the title is very long (more than 499 characters long), you are not able to search using a left-
anchored title index successfully without  including the non-filing characters. Corrected the length of the title display buffer to be correct for all title lengths. OPAC 16384-4772

16384-18194
When running an SimulSearch from the Advanced Search page, only results from the local 
database are returned.

Added Simulsearch flag and value to the boolenSearchHandler to enable Simulsearch from 
the Advanced tab. OPAC 16384-7218

19833

Numerous problems have been found throughout searching in WebVoyáge which cause found 
records not to have the search terms bolded and italicized on the records' displayN.cfgs. 
Causes of this problem include (1) any search from the Simple Search page (minus the hard-
coded searches such as FT* and CMD), (2) search terms that include diacritics (records found 
without using the diacritic), (3) the search term contains multiple words, and (4) the search is a 
keyword headings search. Rework of a customer-developed, re-implementation of the ExLibris highlight.js. OPAC 19038

16384-18849
The SRU response sent by the Voyager SRU server is not UTF-8 encoded / labeled as UTF-8 
encoded. Added the backendcharset = "utf-8" to srusrwsvr.xml script to send data in utf-8 format.

The z3950svr.ini file, located in the xxxdb/ini directory, needs to have its 
encoding set to UTF8.  By default, it is set to MARC8.  General (Voyager) 16384-5699

16384-15793
Extracted bib records with diacritics in the MFHD are losing those diacritics when the 949 
"availability" field is created.

Changed the call number data in byte format before converting to a string in UTF-8 
encoding to display the diacritics properly in the 949 “availability” filed. Interoperability (Voy) 16384-6161

16384-8881 Users are unable to renew in WebVoyáge when Max Global items is set for patron group.
Added logic to allow renew via override method if the initial block was patron charged item 
limit. OPAC 16384-3457

16384-13556 
When deleting MFHDs via Bulk Import, the deleted MFHDs are deleted from the system and 
are not available in the deleted.mfhd.marc file in the /rpt directory. 

Added the MARC MFHD extract processing of bulkimport’s delete.imp.YYYYMMDD.HHMM 
files which may contain MFHDs deleted during the bulkimport process. PrimoExp.ini has a new entry: DelMFHDsImpFile=delete.imp Batch jobs 16384-5297


